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I NT R O DU C T I O N

The main aim of this file is to outline the changes undergone by Barcelona Zoo since its
early days and based on how it has adapted to each new period. It also aims to describe
the changes that have not been made, and which are entirely necessary.

We wish to underline how one fundamental fact
has been overlooked in the Zoo's efforts to “adapt
to the times”: Charles Darwin's theories have been
accepted by the entire scientific community, and, as
a result, we humans now know that we are
animals. W e also know that other animals too
have (among other characteristics) a vast emotional
life, their own interests and the capacity to feel, to
differentiate pleasure from sensation.

Since
ancient
times,
humans have
always had
contact with
animals,
whether as a
food source
or work
"tools".

This fact, no less, does not seem to have been
reflected in virtually any of the exploitations to which
human beings have confined animals. And zoos are
no exception.
This document will be a breath of change and calm,
two things that can hardly be separated from one
another. The aim is to examine the institution by
means of its history, because we believe that this is
the only way to envision its future.

FORERUNNERS TO MODERN ZOOS
Since ancient times, humans have always had
contact with animals, whether as a food source,
after domestication, or even as work “tools”.
When the first cities were founded, possessing
animals was seen as a symbol of power; giving an
animal as a gift was highly valued among the nobility.
The rulers of Assur and Niniveh created large
zoological parks in the gardens of their palaces. The
Chinese emperor Wu, founder of the Zhou
Dynasty, had a zoological garden close to his
imperial palace (1150 B.C.), as did the Mexican
emperor Moctezuma.
In the Middle Ages, many monasteries housed in
their cloisters exotic animals received as donations.
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From the great geographic expeditions, trade with
the Orient and colonialism brought to our continent
many exotic specimens that were destined for the
private collections of wealthy people - the forerunners
to modern zoological parks.
In Valencia, Barcelona, Zaragoza, Calatayud and
Perpiñán, the Catalan-Aragonese kings built “lion
houses” paid for by taxing the Jewish inhabitants of
the “Calls” ('streets').
In 15th century Barcelona, the animals were
accommodated in a house situated on the Bajada de
los Leones, the present-day Baixada de la
Llibreteria. Between 1652 and 1653, Viceroy Juan
José de Austria gave the city three tigers and a lion.
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THE FIRST MODERN ZOOS
The earliest modern zoological parks, or menageries,
were the Tiergarten Schönbrunn established in Vienna
in 1752, which opened to the public in 1765, and the
Ménagerie du Jardin des Plantes, created in 1793,
which belonged to the Paris Botanical Garden.

Most of the
large zoological
parks in Europe
and the United
States were
established in
the second half
of the 19th
century.

Private zoological park in Frankfurt.

First modern zoos.

Most of the large zoological parks in Europe and
the United States were established in the second
half of the 19th century. London Zoo (1838) contained
more than one thousand species of bird and
mammal. 1858 saw the creation of the world's first
private zoological garden, in the city of Frankfurt. In
the United States, the first menagerie was set up in
1864 - the Central Park Zoo in New York.
Karl Hagenbeck, a citizen of Hamburg, had been an
animal tamer from a young age, exhibiting his
beasts throughout Europe and the United States.
He also took part in numerous hunting expeditions in
Equatorial Africa, which allowed him to build one of
the best collections of wild animals and set up a
business specialising in their sale, which would

Karl Hagenbeck, “wild beast” tamer

become the main supplier for zoological parks
across the world. H e offered antelopes at
1,000 pesetas (€6.01), tigers at 3,000 (€18.30) and
lions at up to 4,000 (€24.04).

THE EARLY DAYS OF BARCELONA ZOO
At the age of 22 (1865), Lluís Martí i Codolar, a
banker from Barcelona and founding member of the
Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Navigation,
started a collection of indigenous and exotic animals
that lived on his estate at Granja Vella, in the
district of Horta in Barcelona. He had camels, antelopes,
bears, lions, a zebra, a giraffe, a caiman and an elephant by the
name of l'Avi (Grandpa) who was to become very popular.

The economic collapse of 1892 forced Martí to get
rid of all his animals, among which were 41
mammals, 117 birds, one Russian bear and an
Indian elephant aged 19 years. The cost of annual
maintenance, including the daily wage of two
keepers, fluctuated between 4,500 pesetas (€2,746)
and 5,000 (€30.05).
Barcelona City Council took an interest in
purchasing them. On 13 April 1892, a committee
from the Advisory Board of the Museum of Natural
Sciences and the Zoological and Botanical Gardens
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visited the Granja Vella estate and decided that the
animals had acclimatised to the environment. It
appr oved purc hase f or 30,000 pesetas
(€180.30) during the Municipal Plenary Session of
26 April 1892. Mayor Manuel Porcar and the
presidents of the chambers of Development, Estate
and
Governance
signed
the
agreement.
Maintenance expenses were not assumed by
Barcelona City Council until such time as the
animals were moved (30 May was the deadline).

Today's
Barcelona
Zoo opened to
the public on 24
September
1982.

World Fair of 1888

Making the most
of areas used
to host the
World Fair of
1888, it was
decided to move
the collection to
the Parque de la
Ciutadella, a
Image World Fair 1888
space that the
then mayor of
the city,
Francesc Rius
i Taulet,
Francesc
urbanised after
Rius i Taulet,
mayor of
the demolition of
Barcelona
the old Ciudadela
in 1888
originally created
by Felipe V after
the Catalan
defeat of
1714. Reconditioning works commenced on 19 May
1892 and lasted five months. On 7 June that same
year, the notable taxidermist and veterinarian
Francesc d'Assís Darder i LLimona was
appointed head of the new zoological collection Parque de la Ciutadella in Barcelona
facilities, thus becoming the first Zoological Park
director until his death in 1918.
spanning less than two hectares. Initially,
admission to the Zoological Park was free and
Francesc d'Assís Darder i Llimona made full use attracted a great influx of people eager to see for
of his travels through Europe and North Africa to themselves everything that had been written about
purchase live animals, some of which had been the facilities and their exotic animals.
given to Martí i Codolar. This was the birth of
today's Barcelona Zoo, which opened to the public on
24 September 1982 (La Mercè patron saint day),
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THE FIRST FACILITIES
The Zoological Park was made up of cages
consisting of regular compartments, regardless of
the size of their tenants, and of fenced enclosures.
The facilities were unsightly and rather neglected,
with many grilles and iron bars, and the animals were
confined in gloomy and unhealthy cages.

A customary
source of
funding was
the sale of
animals via
public
auction,
undertaken
close to the
facilities.

In 1894, municipal architect Pere Falqués i Urpí was
in charge of building the "Lion House", a bare
construction that housed lions acquired from the
trainer Beltrán, as well as panthers, jaguars, pumas,
etc. As of 1924, and after several modifications, it
served as headquarters for management and as
offices for the Park's administrative services. That
year, a trainer from Manlleu offered the Zoological Park
a pair of lions for 4,000 pesetas (€24.04).
Dr. Manuel Mir i Navarro, professor of Natural
Sciences at the Institute of Secondary Education in
Barcelona, was entrusted with dividing the animals
into sections based on the "uses and customs" of

the time. As a result, the zoo was divided into three
main sections in 1899:
-1) Primates, also including various types of bird (the
sale of chickens and their eggs was a source of
income, together with the sale of postcards).
-2) Wading and web-footed birds, with adjoining
facilities for caimans, crocodiles, armadillos,
marmots and porcupines.
-3) Camels, dromedaries, llamas, deer, gazelles,
kangaroos, rhea, ostriches and especially the
elephant, named l'Avi, who attracted the most visitors
(and whose relationship with them was not always
friendly) and was regularly fed bits of bread by the
public.
There
are
a
number
of
anecdotes
relating
to
l'Avi,
for
e x a m p l e t h a t o f a n individual who threw a lit
cigarette and another who threw a glass bottle,
unleashing the fury of the pachyderm. L'Avi died in
1914.

ANIMAL AUCTIONS AND THE DOG HOUSE
Another source of customary funding was the sale
of animals via public auction, undertaken cl ose to
the f acilit ies.
The auction taking place on 24 May 1896 put up
seven Great Danes, ten wild boar, two MurciaGranada goats, numerous birds, 150 dozen eggs
fertilised for incubation, four mounted deer antler
games and 15 ostrich eggs for decoration. A total of
256 animals were sold in the auctions held on 22
and 29 July 1894, earning 1,015.25 pesetas (€6.10).
On 20 December 1896, 262 animals were
auctioned, including two striped Great Danes (4
months old), for 50 pesetas (€0.30) each, one
Navarrese horse (7 years) at 150 pesetas (€0.90)
and 6 wild boar (3 and 4 months) for 15 pesetas per
“unit” (€0.09).
On 24 July 1898, they even auctioned two adult lions,
called Bluton and Micci, for 10,000 pesetas in total
(€60.10), three male cubs (3 months) for 1,000
pesetas each (€6.01) and two lionesses (4 months)
for 800 pesetas (€4.81) each. Also dogs, wild boar, a
female wolf, jackals, guinea pigs, goats and 15 5-kilo
containers of fat for 8 pesetas a unit (€0.05). This
was extracted from the horses sacrificed to feed
the “beasts”.

In 1897, the Zoological Park published its first
catalogue listing the animals it had for sale. This
included monkeys (described as “quadrupeds”),
from 25 to 150 pesetas each (€0.15 - €0.90), 14 lions
(three males, three females and eight cubs) between
400 and 10,000 pesetas (€2.40 - €60.10), as well as
other carnivores, dogs, ruminants, pachyderms,
rodents, marsupials, and numerous birds, reptiles
and fish.
During the economic year 1895-1896, a total of
24,711.88 pesetas (€148.52) was spent on: cleaning,
hygiene, food, horses, minor expenses, purchasing
specimens, items to sell in the kiosks, purchasing
material for the children's services, and the
conservation and establishment of facilities. The
total income was 24,715.70 pesetas (€184.54) from
the sale of rolls, chocolate, refreshments, leather,
eggs, milk, specimens, children's services and
monthly consignments.
The Zoological Park also had its own dog house, which
opened in December 1897. This displayed a large
number of specimens from several breeds and
origins, destined for exhibition, breeding and
enhancing the species.
In order to avoid the proliferation of mobile dog
trade in the city, especially on Las Ramblas, it
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was decided that a buy/sell market would be held in
the Zoo's dog house from 10 am to 4 pm on
Thursdays and Sundays. Animal owners had to
take their dogs there half an hour before the market
opened, in order to set prices, enter them on the
register, and have their profiles taken (owners
included). U po n r eg i s t e r i n g t h em , t he
o wn e r s would receive a cheque-receipt and a
password number which they had to present when
taking the animal away later that evening, or when
formalising a sale. The dogs had to wear a muzzle,
chain and collar, and those that were injured or
suffering from contagious diseases were not
admitted. The City Council received 10% o f t h e
s a l e s t a x a n d 2 pesetas (€0.01) per animal
registered. If the owner did not take away the
unsold animal, it was understood that he was
relinquishing ownership and that the animal would
remain at the disposal of the Zoological Park.

those less than one year old, the sick, and those
exhibiting injuries or scars caused by bite marks
were not accepted.
The mandatory cost of subscription and health
screening was 2 pesetas (€0.01). The monthly
prices for board depended on the size of the animal:
20 pesetas (€0.12) for large animals; 15 (€0.09) for
medium sizes; and 10 (€0.06) for small animals.
Pregnant bitches paid double and their pups had to
be removed before the age of 4 months.
The City Council, in session on 27 October 1897,
agreed to the upgrade of the dog house facilities
and the monkey, fallow deer and eagle enclosures
for a sum of 19,436 pesetas (€116.81), plus the
construction of a circular cage 8 metres in diameter
to accommodate the monkeys, for a sum of 9,645
pesetas (€57.97).

There was also a kind of nursery for dogs, although

In 1899,
the deputy
mayor appealed
for swifter
progress on the
works on the
new
installations,
given the
deplorable and
unsafe facilities
in which the
ferocious
animals had
been located.

NEW ANIMAL ACQUISITIONS
In June 1886, the newspaper “Le Petit Marsellais”
published word that Francesc d'Assís Darder,
director of Barcelona Zoological Park, after visiting
several companies in Marseille specialising in animal
sales, had decided to purchase two jaguars (male
and female), two pumas (recently arrived from
South America), panthers from Cochinchina,
hyenas, bears, Australian kangaroos, armadillos,
guinea pigs, porcupines, monkeys, one ostrich from
Senegal, parrots, pheasants, doves and a huge
python from the forests of Equatorial Africa.
The animals were transported by the steamboat
“Tortosa”, in 29 cages, and arrived in Barcelona on 7
July 1896.

On 11 December 1896, the Town Council approved
construction of a “cabrería” (goat house) for 19
goats: 15 from different regions in Spain and four
from abroad.
In 1899, the deputy mayor, on behalf of the
Government Commission, appealed to the president
of the Development Commission for swifter
progress on the new installations, given the
deplorable and unsafe facilities in which the more
ferocious animals had provisionally been located for
a number of years. It was not until 14 April 1902
that these animals were finally accommodated for
good in their new enclosures.

UP TO THE FIRST WORLD WAR
The press of the time reported the numerous animal
deaths caused by poisoning - from people throwing
match boxes.
Francesc d'Assís Darder stated in his official report that
in the week after opening day, four flamingos and one
swan died.
The responsibility for feeding the animals fell to a
local farm located in Sant Andreu and an estate in Sant
Martí de Provençals, which produced fodder, tubers
and vegetables. Slaughterhouses also supplied the
Zoological Park with waste unsuitable for human
consumption.
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One consequence of the Zoological Park's opening was
the nocturnal proliferation of hundreds of cats and
rats, attracted by the captive animals and their food. This
meant it was necessary to reinforce the protection of
some species with more secure fences.
Boosting the cultural and scientific side of the institution
required the participation of various city bodies. This
lead to the Technical Board of the Museum of Natural
Sciences and the Zoological and Botanical Gardens.
The first Board session was held on 21 December
1893, entrusted with managing operations and
guaranteeing the scientific character of these municipal
centres. In 1897, the first Zoological Park
c a t a l o g u e w a s p u b l i s h e d w i t h a full list
of the animals in the collection, indicating
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the price of each species. This might vary according to
age, condition and the time of year. That is to say that
spring and autumn auctions were full of additional
new animals after breeding seasons.
On 22 March 1906, during the mandate of mayor
Domènec Joan Sanllehy and under his presidency,
this Board was replaced by the Board of Natural
Sciences. The Zoological Park r e m a i n e d u n d e r
its
j u r i s d i c t i o n . The new Board had
competencies to manage it. In 1907, it published a
report specifying that more than 8,500 pesetas
(€51.09) had been amassed, of which 788 pesetas
(€4.74) derived from the auctions. In 1911, total takings had
fallen to a little over 2,000 pesetas (€12.02).
In those days, nocturnal thefts, mainly of chickens,
geese and swans, were habitual. The lack of a
perimeter fence and electric light aided the thieves.

The inventory
of 1917
counts 111
sites of
which 40
were
dedicated to
mammals.

On 21 February 1909, the Board of Natural Sciences, at
the request of Francesc d'Assís Darder, opened a
laboratory specialising in the breeding of fish at the
Cascada (waterfall) in the Parque de la Ciutadella. This
laboratory was under the authority of the Zoological
Park, and ensured the incubation of 50,000 fertilised
eggs every 15 days with the aim of repopulating
Catalonian rivers. In 1910, 45,000 fish were released to
various public and private bodies. Later, a laboratory for
artificial incubation was also established.
In 1914, when l’Avi died (the only elephant in the
Zoological Park), there were talks with an animal dealer
in Hamburg regarding the purchase of an Indian
elephant.
In 1912, Muley Hafid, viceroy of Morocco, was
forced to abdicate in favour of his brother. After
several trials and tribulations, h e m o v e d t o
Barcelona and in 1915 gave the city Júlia, a y o u n g
e l e p h a n t t h a t w a s t o b e t h e most
charismatic animal in the Park until her death during the
Civil War, in 1938.
Methods for expanding the animal collection were
diverse. F o r e x a m p l e , in 1912 several hares were
acquired in exchange for a tiger, while other animals
were exchanged for skins and "other scraps". But the
most customary way of obtaining new specimens was
by making purchases in European or North African
markets. In 1908, the Board of Natural Sciences
authorised Francesc d'Assís Darder to travel to
Algeria and buy five trained dromedaries and "some
small donkeys". The reason behind this was to offer
another attraction at the Park - children riding on their
backs, as General Franco's granddaughters had.
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The number of specimens rose from 150 in 1892 to 600
in 1909 (with 139 species).
In 1907, signs were placed b e h i n d e a c h f a c i l i t y,
indicating the scientific name of each species, its
common name in Castilian and Catalan, and its place
of origin.
Barcelona City Council had granted the company
Saturno Park, which organised ballroom dances some
afternoons and evenings, permission to occupy the
space in the Parque de la Ciutadella. On the night of
25 July 1912, the grand finale to festivities took the
form of a huge firework display, which caused a real
stampede among the animals in the Zoological Park.
One ostrich escaped and “terrorised” the party,
charging against a Saturno employee, destroying his
suit and leaving him naked. As a result of the
incident, the then mayor of the city, Salvador Sarrià
Torrents, banned the launch of fireworks.
In January 1917, the Mancomunitat of Catalonia established in 1914 and presided over by Enric Prat
de la Riba, grouping together the services and
resources of the four Catalan county councils, was
incorporated into the Board of Natural
Sciences by agreement between the Council and
the provincial government. In 1923, after the coup
d'etat by General Primo de Rivera, this stopped
working, substantial changes were made to its
operation, and the Museum of Natural Sciences was
opened.
Previously, in 1916, 31,500 pesetas (€189.32) had
been allocated to renovate the deteriorating facilities of
the Zoological Park, and to ensure a proper physical
barrier between visitors and animals. This was to
prevent the constant attacks to which they were
subjected in the preceding few years, as in the case of
a panther that appeared tied to the bars of his cage.
The inventory of 1917 details 111 installations, 40 of
which were for the typical mammals of large zoo
collections. T h a t s a m e y e a r , Francesc d'Assís
Darder was killed by a snake bite. His son, Jeroni
Darder, succeeded him in the post of Zoological Park
director. Pere Màrtir Rossell i Vilà , a veterinarian
and professor at the College of Agriculture, was
appointed Park curator on condition that his
responsibilities
would
be
mutually
s u b s t i t u t e d , exchanging functions and acting in
collaboration.
In 1918, the Park team comprised one director, one
curator, one manager (for the vivarium), one assistant,
two foremen and sixteen young zoo hands.
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THE FIRST WORLD WAR AND ITS
CONSEQUENCES
The First World War deprived the Zoo of its usual
animal
suppliers,
while
its
ageing
and
consanguineous population m ade it difficult
for individuals to reproduce. The rodents and
birds continued to proliferate, but they alone could
not maintain the Park's image, which was
deteriorating rapidly.

The lack
of economic
resources,
deteriorating and
ageing facilities,
and lack of
space
lead to the
Board
proposing
the creation
of a new
zoological park.

In 1918, the Board allocated a budget of 20,000
pesetas (€120.20) for the Park's maintenance and
food supply. Predicted expenses for food alone
rose to 24,000 pesetas (€144.24), mainly due the
increasing price of horse meat, a basic foodstuff

for the carnivores. In that year, the Park animals
consumed 236 horses.
The lack of economic resources, deteriorating and
ageing facilities, and the lack of space, among other
reasons, lead to the Board proposing the
creation of a new zoological park elsewhere.
The most suitable space was the Turó d'en Falcó
(the present Creueta del Coll), but the magnitude of
the project discouraged its supporters, and it was
nothing but one of many proposals that followed
throughout the 1920s and 1930s.

THE ZOO CHARGES ADMISSION AND REINFORCES SECURITY

In 1927, the Board, active but dwindling in power as
a result of the coup d'etat by General Primo de
Rivera, decided to enclose the Park perimeter
with the aim of charging visitors for admission and to
guarantee a better rest for the animals, which
involved "suppressing the horde of ill-intentioned
visitors who spend their leisure time agitating the
specimens". This happened so much that in 1925
Barcelona
Council
gave
Park
employees
authorisation to detain and hand over to the Guàrdia
Urbana any individuals assaulting the animals or
their pens. Night-time security was increased to
prevent the constant thefts.
Once works concluded on 17 April, the new ticket
booths were opened and tickets went on sale for 25
cents (€0.01).
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The chairs for hire were replaced with public
benches. T h e annual closing of 1928 showed a
positive balance of 4,357.96 pesetas (€26.19). The
sale of food for the pigeons and bread for the
Park animals, went exclusively to successful
bidders, being managed by the Park itself.
In addition, exchanging animals with other zoos
began to take greater precedence in order to avoid
consanguinity. In 1926, Barcelona Zoo delivered
an adult lion to Madrid Zoo and received in return a
lioness of reproductive age. A polar bear was
acquired in 1925, and in 1928 King Alfonso XIII
presented a group of camels.
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THE WORLD FAIR AND THE NEW FACILITIES

1929 World Fair
in Barcelona

Capitalising on the
1929 World Fair held
on Montjuïc, and on
improvements made
in the city, the Board
of Natural Sciences
suggested expanding
the Park towards the
sea, until it occupied
the space that it
occupies today. This
also
involved
changing its name to
the Jardín Zoológico
(Zoological Garden)
and

reducing the excessive number of birds, as it was
now no longer necessary to sell them to maintain
the premises. For technical and economic reasons,
the possibility of adapting the different enclosures to
resemble the habitats of each respective species
was rejected.

Capitalising on
the 1929
World Fair,
the Board of
Natural
Sciences
suggested
expanding the
Zoological
Park.

The Rossell and Darder project favoured simple
installations of smaller dimensions that would satisfy
the essential basic conditions of the different species.
It also planned the installation of a new aquarium that
included a terrarium, with outdoor facilities for polar
bears and seals. The hasty and inadequate
construction of the aquarium and terrarium caused
the death of numerous fish, three boas and one
iguana, among other animals, in 1931.
In order to cover the expenses of the renovation and
to pay providers, the price of admission was doubled.
This did not prevent a negative accounting balance, a
situation that would drag on until 1937.
Records gathered by Bernat Montsià explain that
during 1931, Park director Pere Màrtir Rossell i
Vilà, who was to pass away two years later,
ordered that red-vented cockatoos, sulphur-crested
cockatoos and Philippine cockatoos, as well as a
simian from the Congo, be chained up and denied
freedom of movement. The records also relate that
visitors would spit at the lions to provoke them and
throw lit matches at their manes “setting them on
fire”. Objects were often thrown at the monkeys, and
it was possible to observe the melancholy of a
female puma over the death of her companion. The
chronicles describe a pair of Sumatran tigers,
admitted during the World Fair, who devoured their
cubs, a situated that was repeated among some
polar bears and black panthers.
The records showed that the collection included two
leopards from Abyssinia and the Congo and
10

an elephant called Julieta at whom visitors would
throw coins, which she would give to the keeper in
exchange for artichokes. Other visitors would buy
fish to throw at the walruses.
The records also provided information on three lemurs from
Madagascar, four polar bears recovered from a circus,
and a female orang-utan, Zizi, who died from
refusing to eat while her teeth came out. It also
described how, in order to promote the Park, it was
decided that the dromedaries wo u l d p a s s
t h ro u g h t h e s tr ee t s of Barcelona as an
advertisement.
In 1930, the mayor's office banned the practice of
giving live food to snakes in the presence of the
visitors, a spectacle that attracted a rather morbid
audience.
After the death of Pere Màrtir and numerous
discrepancies in the eligibility criteria for becoming
director of the Park and aquarium, zoologist Ignasi
de Segarra was selected for the job in January 1934.
He worked to boost research work without
neglecting to exhibit species and indigenous breeds.
The Park's finances continued in deficit, with a debt
of 190,000 pesetas (€1,141.93). In order to attract a
wider audience, Ignacio de Segarra decided to buy
two pairs of exotic animals: giraffes and
hippopotamuses.
In 1933, the decision to move the Park facilities to
Montjuic was finally rejected due to the unacceptable
costs involved, and was postponed indefinitely.
Meanwhile, the facilities were deteriorating to such a
point that on 21 December 1935 a female leopard
was able to escape her enclosure by making a hole
in the inadequate roof. It took almost a day to return
her to the Park.
In those days, schoolchildren also used to visit the
Park. Nearly 14,000 did so in 1933; in 1935, with
the launch of educational visits on Sunday mornings,
this figure rose to 35,000.
It was also quite usual to see trainers offering shows, which
boosted visitor numbers. An example was the tamer
Mathies and his 14 tigers.
In May 1936, Bonifacio López, from Bilbao, gave
the Zoo three lions, and a hippo was born in July of
that same year.
Pony-riding for children was introduced in July
1937.
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THE CIVIL WAR AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

In 1937,
the Park's
financial
situation was
disastrous due
to the lack of
visitors.

During the Civil War, the area between the Gran Vía
and the port, where the Zoological Park was situated,
was severely affected by bombings. Despite the
hard living conditions for the Park animals, two
giraffes and one hippo were born (one giraffe died a
year later). H o w e v e r , t h e shortage of food
meant that animals dying from malnutrition became
a fact of life, as was the case with Júlia the elephant,
who died on 13 August 1938 after 23 years in
captivity.
Ignacio de Segarra fled to France and was
temporarily replaced by Antoni Gispert i Vila.
By 1937, the Park's financial situation was
disastrous due to the lack of visitors and the fact
that the City Council had stopped paying the wages.
On 11 February 1938, the animals' milk supply
ceased, causing the death of a pregnant giraffe. The
shortage of meat, between 1 April and 4 July 1938,
caused the death of three tigers, two lions, one
lioness, one newborn dromedary and two black
panthers. A few months later, one hippo and one
polar bear died, among other animals, due to an
inadequate and insufficient diet.

The bombings killed other animals, including one
rhea, one porcupine, one lion, one kangaroo, one
dromedary and one polar bear. It also destroyed
the monkey pen, the outer walls, the Park's
management offices and the ticket booth.
Francoist troops entered Barcelona on 26 January
1939, when the Park facilities were practically in
ruins. However, almost 300 animals remained,
including bears, hippos, kangaroos, deer, a
dromedary and a good number of birds.
After the war, Ignasi de Segarra regained his position
as director of the Park and the aquarium until his
death shortly afterwards.
The horrendous condition of the few remaining
animals and the facilities meant that it wasn't long
before the Park was put up for sale. In 1940,
Barcelona City Council and Government decided to
dissolve the Board of Natural Sciences, presided
over by Dr. Tomàs Carreras i Artau, and to
municipalise the services they managed. Municipal vet
Antoni Riera i Adroher took on management of the
Zoological Park in the interim until his retirement in
1953.

POST-WAR AND RECOVERY
During the post-war years, life in the Park
languished hopelessly: there was little interest from
the local authorities due to the difficult living
conditions of the time.
1941 saw the establishment of the Municipal
Institute of Natural Sciences, managed by Dr.
Pardillo until 1954, when he retired. At that time, the
war damage was repaired, and the aquarium
reopened in 1942.
In 1944, a n e w e l e p h a n t , Perla, was
purchased. She died nine years later from a stomach
ulcer. The charismatic appeal of this species
lead to the acquisition of the elephant Turquesa in
1953. She came from a circus performing in the city,
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in exchange for 4 lions. Unfortunately, her health
was so unstable that she died after just one
week.
Gradually the Park began to recover, and a total
of 668,000 pesetas (€4,007.92) was earned in
1951. Admission to the enclosure cost 1 peseta
(€0.01).
In 1951, the Friends of the Zoological Park
Association was created to salvage the institution's
reputation before the authorities and public opinion.
The Board was formed in 1954 under the
presidency of Dr. Ignasi Barraquer, but lost
effectiveness due to excessive number of
management posts.

History of
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"EXPANSION AND MODERNISATION WORKS"
From 1953 to 1963, Joan Plana Rubí took charge
of managing the Zoological Park, replacing Antoni
Riera Androher. In 1956, he ruled out the potential
move to Montjuïc, instead proposing improvement to
and expansion of the facilities. This was opposed by,
among others, the Baró de Viver district and
Josep María Pi i Suñer as they did not want to
make the Parque de la Ciutadella any smaller.

than 40 million pesetas (€240,404.84) over a works
period of 20 years (from 1956 to 1976). The project
proposed the creation of three large spaces for the
bears, lions and falcons to replace the safety bars
with a pit.

As of that moment, with Josep Mª de Porcioles i
Colomer as mayor, the improvement works were
given a boost with greater commitment to
Finally, the Municipal Plenary session approved a enhancing the Park, considered one of the city's
comprehensive renovations project known as the most significant elements.
“Expansion and Modernisation Works of Barcelona
Zoological Park”. It was pr om pt ed b y t h e deputy
mayor Dr. Luis Rosal Catarineu, and cost more

"INCIDENTS AND ANECDOTES "

The writer
Juan Vidal Salvó
described a
number of events
at the Zoological
Park in late
1950/early
1960.

The writer Juan Vidal Salvó described a number of
events that occurred at the Zoological Park in late
1950/early 1960: for example, the death of a
European bison shortly after birth, or Mora the
lioness who was separated from the male Romero
and forced to live alongside a tiger in a failed
attempt to create a hybrid.
He also explained that the lion pit had 13 young specimens,
all born in the Park, each of whom would eat 8 kg of
horse meat daily. One day a week they would be
'purged' by being fed a live rabbit and chickens. The
Park's only female rhinoceros, Popo (aged 3),
would eat 100 kg of food daily, and there were only
two hippos (about 3 years old), only two cheetahs,
one Bengal tiger of an advanced age and three giant
tortoises from Madagascar.

He also wrote about an operating theatre where, for
aesthetic reasons, surgeons implanted a glass eye
in a gazelle. The frequent squabbles and fights
between the animals produced injuries that were
treated at the theatre, as well as stomach illnesses
caused by ingesting the food and other items thrown
by visitors. Many animals died this way: for
example, some gibbons who ate peanuts tossed into
their pen. The operating theatre saw felines, Gabon
talapoins and elephants affected by enteritis and
gastritis, chimpanzees with respiratory problems
resulting from the changes in temperature or air
currents, seals with intestinal disorders, lion cubs
with broncho-enteritis and problems caused by
intestinal parasites, which also affected almost all
species.

According to Vidal, one of the chimpanzees had a
love of tobacco, but refused "rubio" (blond tobacco).
He smoked like a human - casually, and not
forgetting to stub out his cigarette. Vidal explained
that the usual iron fences penning in the Indian
elephants were replaced by rows of iron spikes on
the ground to stop them leaving their enclosure.
According to other information he provides,
gorillas, prone to respiratory diseases, did not
acclimatise well, which is why they were scarcely
Vidal recounted how the number of wolves and
found in zoos and fetched extremely high prices in
jackals dropped due to their frequent fights over
the "wild beast" markets. Congo was the only one of
food.
his kind in Barcelona Zoo at this time.

Vidal also relates other facts, such as when, through keeper
negligence, a panther attacked a female puma,
slitting her throat; when a blue bull attacked a
female, severely injuring her stomach; when a
male American black bear (baribal) tore a female
with whom he shared a cage into pieces; and when
a few months later he attacked another female,
killing her.
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ANTONI
JONCH
EXPANSION

AND

THE

ZOO'S
and again to 12 hectares in 1963.

The Municipal Zoo Service was set up in 1959. Its
Administrative Board comprised a president (the city
mayor, Josep María de Porcioles), a manager
(Antoni Jonch i Cuspinera), five councillors and four
technicians.

A development in 1959 proved the Zoo's social and
entertainment interest: the company Coca-Cola
installed its own kiosk inside the Zoo, and a tourist
train from the casa Barcino was set up to take
visitors for a ride around the premises. This activity
Antoni Jonch held the post of manager until 1968, could also be done on the back of a camel for 6
when the Zoo was incorporated into the Municipal pesetas (€0.04) or a donkey for 3 pesetas (€0.02).
Parks and Gardens Service. He acted as Park
director between 1955 and 1985; expansion of the
Zoo occurred during his mandate, increasing from
2.7 hectares in 1956 to 10 hectares in 1958,

THE IKUNDE CENTRE AND "SNOWFLAKE"

Between
1956
and
1964,
almost
all the
old
facilitie
s were
renova
ted
and
new
ones
were
created
to
house
the
recent
arrivals
.

Between 1956 and 1964, almost all the old facilities The famous "Snowflake" - the only known albino
were renovated and new ones were created to gorilla - came from this centre. A farmer who
house the new arrivals.
occasionally worked at the centre killed a female
gorilla who would periodically help herself to his
Thus, the number of animals from 1955 and 1964 banana and coffee harvests. Next to the body, he
was as follows:
found a little white gorilla, which he hid in his house
for four days before handing it to Jordi Sabater,
- Mammals: rose from 114 to 597.
- Birds: from 300 to 1,576.
director of the Ikunde Centre, for 11,500 pesetas
- Reptiles: from 19 to 324.
(€69.12).
- Amphibians: from 0 to 131.
- Fish: from 71 to 2,443.
Nearly two months after his capture, Snowflake was
moved to Barcelona (in 1966) where he lived with
Many of these came from the Centro de Adaptación y the Zoo's vet, Romà Luera, and his wife, for eleven
Experimentación Animal de Ikunde (Ikunde Animal months. He was diagnosed with severe photophobia
Adaptation and Experimentation Centre) in and a certain degree of deafness and myopia. He
Equatorial Guinea, then a Spanish colony. The centre had 21 descendents, none of whom exhibited his
was established in 1959, and one of its usual animal distinctive characteristics.
suppliers was Barcelona adventurer Lluís de
Lassaletta, who had turned the capture of living The Ikunde Centre finally closed in 1969.
animals into his profession. Barcelona Zoo ultimately
owed him 900,000 pesetas (€5,409.11) for his
deliveries.
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THE 1960s AND THE ELEPHANT "CRISIS"
In 1960, two new female elephants arrived at
the Zoo, in exchange for two gorilla babies
from the casa Ruhe de Alemania. The two
elephants died in 1965: Nina from indigestion
caused by the huge quantity of sweets thrown
by the public, and Paquita from decubitis
(lying down). She had a broken femur that had
In order to deal with these expenses, on 1 June mended badly, and always had to sleep standing up. One
1964 it was decided to increase the admission price day she simply fell down and never got up.
from 5 pesetas (€0.03€) to 10 (€0.06).
Between 1961 and 1972, three African and two
One elephant died two days after General Franco Asian elephants arrived at the Park. One of
visited the facilities, on 18 May 1960. This was the Afrian elephants, Baldufa, died in 1972 after
followed the next day by another elephant, Kika, who six years at the Zoo. The other African elephant,
had lived in the Park for 14 months. The two had from Mozambique, donated as a gift by King Juan
Carlos I, died in 1974 from intestinal torsion, after
apparently been poisoned.
seven years at the Park.
In 1962, three million people visited the Zoo,
although only one million paid admission. They
increased the income, but also the cost of food
supply, which went from 2,400,000 pesetas
(€14,414.29) to more than 3,000,000 (€18,030.36) in
just one year (1963-1964).

In 1962,
three million
people visited
the Zoo,
although only
one
million paid
the admission
charge.

Two years previously, a llama, a bull, a camel and
the elephants Noia (from a circus) and Linda (a In 1971, the painter Salvador Dalí donated another
donation from Francesc Vilardell, owner of some elephant to Barcelona Zoo, Surus, who had lived at
famous department stores) had also died from his home in Empordà since 1967.
poisoning. The motive for their deaths was
unknown,
despite
various
suspicions
and
speculation.

ORGANISATION OF ZOOS AND CREATION OF THE AQUARIUM
1961 saw the founding of the Federación
Iberoamericana de Parques Zoológicos, whose
Secretary General's office settled permanently in
Barcelona. The Federation was replaced by the
Unión Ibérica de Zoos (Iberian Zoo Association) in
1972, the year it was founded.

years later by General Franco during his second
visit to the Park. However, the definitive opening
was held on the Día de la Mercè (saint day) in 1968.
Even so, t wo f a c i l i t i e s remained pending for
construction: the Terrarium and the Aviary, which
opened in July 1972.

In 1962, representatives from Barcelona Zoo
travelled to the Miami Seaquarium to look at the
possibility of creating something similar in Barcelona.
In 1964, doctor of architecture Antoni M. Ribera
Clavillé presented the definitive project, which was
immediately
approved
and
licensed.
The
a q u a r i um wa s b u i l t b e t we e n 1964 and 1968,
and featured two pavilions: the first was closed
during winter and had stands from which to watch
the show, exhibiting dolphins performing training
exercises; the second was circular and open with a
large central tank and a capacity of 2 million litres of Barcelona Zoo aviary today
water. It was here that, as of 1983, the sadly
famous orca Ulisses would spend his years of In 1967, the 22nd Conference of the International
captivity. The latter pavilion also had three floors Union of Directors of Zoological Gardens was held
around it, dedicated to exhibiting fish. After in Barcelona, attended by 60 directors.
numerous delays in construction, it was opened two
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The Zoo organised three photo safaris to East Africa facilities housing these animals. It explains that the
in 1966, 1967 and 1968. Taking part in the latter was a more intelligent the animal, the more it will be
young nature enthusiast, Félix Rodríguez de la Fuente. adversely affected by captivity, suffering from a
range of problems that may ultimately end its life or
An essay published in 1968 by a Life Sciences alter its behaviour.
student at the University of Barcelona, entitled "Critical
study of the current primate facilities at Barcelona Among these changes, the most prominent are:
hypersexuality,
homosexuality,
Zoo" offers interesting data on the inadequate
loneliness,
autoeroticism, fear of man or other animals, extreme
hierarchy and extreme territoriality.

A summary of the essay:

An essay
published in
1968
offers
interesting data
on the
inadequate
facilities housing
these animals.

Fear of humans is
severely accentuated
by proximity to the
veterinarian;
immediate
recognition and
becoming frenetic at
his mere presence.
This shows that the
animal's levels of
stress, fear, anxiety
and distress become
excessively elevated.

In species such as
gibbons and other
shyer primates, the
presence of visitors
is a strong cause of
fear. It is
comparable to being
attacked in their
habitat, as well as
fearing that other
species of monkey
could escape and
hurt them.

A zoological park
involves the
coexistence of
species that are
natural enemies. If
an animal hears
from its cage the
roar of a lion several
times a day, or
smells any other
natural enemy, it
triggers a
nervousness that is
impossible to calm.

Regarding
atmosphere:
insufficient humidity
makes the animals'
breathing more
difficult. Another
danger is usually a
lack of shelter from
the wind, making the
animals colder and
possibly
disturbing
development.

It is essential to
bear in mind that if
two species are
together and one is
stronger than the
other, they will not
coexist in hierarchy
but in dictatorship.

Pens are cleaned
with a hose to push
away dirt using
water pressure. This
is done first thing in
the morning when
there aren't many
visitors, but the
action chills the
atmosphere at one
of the coldest times
of day. This puts the
monkeys on alert
day after day, who
warn each other by
shrieking.

If lonely, the
animals lose their
appetite, and it is
necessary to
distract them with
games and give
them medication or
vitamins to stimulate
the appetite.
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One of the defects
of the facilities is
that it puts too many
primates in the
same enclosure. In
f act, the current
facility for mandrills is
not the most suitable
due to its bars - when
the animals become
angry, they use them
to move them,
stressing others and
themselves.

The orang-utan
shows clear signs of
melancholy, caused
by loneliness and an
inability to exercise
due to lack of
space. Equally, the
gibbons would need
much more space
than at present, and
to be further away
from the public
because they are
very shy.
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ANTONI JONCH AND THE "TURBULENT" 1970s IN
FIGURES

Antoni Jonch
i Cuspinera
recognised that
the extraordinary
growth of the
Zoo over the
preceding 20
years had
involved paying
some attentions
to both work and
finances, which
could not be
carried out.

.

The Ikunde Centre closed in 1969, but in order not
to lose the work that had been conducted up to that
point, a suggestion was made to the Administrative
Board of the Municipal Parks and Gardens Service
to continue the project with the necessary
modifications. It was also to be moved to the Park
facilities, under the name Centre of Applied Animal
Biology and Primatology. Antoni Jonch i Cuspinera
was its creator. The proposal was approved at the
Administrative Board meeting on 23 February 1971,
and legalised by the Executive Municipal
Commission on 10 March 1975.

available and began offering guided tours and
short courses, especially for schoolchildren.
Meanwhile, alternative premises were sought, for
example the Almacén de Intendencia and the
Central Fish Market, which was anticipated to move
to the Zona Franca district.

Antoni Jonch i Cuspinera recognised that the
extraordinary growth of the Zoo over the preceding
20 years had involved paying some attentions toboth
work and finances, which could not be carried out.
The intense wear and tear of the entire enclosure
revealed clear degradation, which is why Jonch
Even so, the project hit upon a few issues, such as opted to consolidate the existing facilities and
the lack of local, educational material, economic postpone restructuring for a better time, which
subsidies, etc. In any case, it embarked on the would give the Park a more modern and youthful
character.
venture with whatever small means

Below is some information that provides an insight into the Zoo's financial evolution, based on visitor numbers
and the number of animals exhibited during the 1970s:
Regarding visitors:
Regarding animals:
- In 1972, the total number of visitors was
2,770,134, of which 1,353,186 did not pay
admission.

- In 1974, the number of animals exhibited
was 24,616, of which 601 were mammals.
- In 1983, the number of animals exhibited
fell to 9,564, of which 535 were mammals.

- In 1981, the total number of visitors was
1,327,006, of which only 290,282 did not pay
admission. The number of paying visitors
therefore fell to almost 400,000 compared to
1972.

Regarding revenue during the period 1972-1981:
-

1972:
1973:
1974:
1975:
1976:

34,109,970 pesetas (€205,005.05)
37,314,318 pesetas (€224,263.57)
47,051,681 pesetas (€282,786.30)
45,580,452 pesetas (€273,944.03)
56,300,236 pesetas (€338,371.23)
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-

1977: 82,119,137 pesetas (€493,545.95)
1978: 78,464,267 pesetas (€471,579.74)
1979: 67,032,598 pesetas (€402,874.03)
1980: 91,942,783 pesetas (€552,587.26)
1981: 113,731,152 pesetas (€683,537.99)
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THE 1980s
In 1983, 173 animals were born in the Zoo (69
mammals) and 2,536 died (72 mammals). The reason
for this disproportion lies in the great death toll of
fish and invertebrates (2,298).
490 animals were purchased (20 mammals) and 22
were sold (19 mammals). Once again, the vast
difference between purchase and sale relates to the
acquisition of 416 fish and invertebrates, none of
which were sold.
However, 8 mammals were received as donations and 7
were donated; 6 mammals came in and 14 went
out,
in
exchanges
with
other
zoological
establishments.

Entrance to the Marmoset House

In 1984, a new living space was created for primates.
It included interior facilities from which baboons
could be viewed through the glass. The collection of
primates consisted of gorillas, chimpanzees, orangutans and mandrills.

1985 saw
the creations of
the Sociedad
Privada
Municipal del
Parque
Zoológico de
Barcelona,
SA, thus
breaking ties
with the
Municipal
Parks and
Gardens
Service.

Small Primates gallery

Facility

1985 saw the creation of the Sociedad Privada
Municipal del Parque Zoológico de Barcelona, SA,
thus breaking ties with the Municipal Parks and
Gardens Service. This meant a greater degree of
self-financing for the Society, from 44.3 % in 1985 to
95.7% in 1990. The General Meeting was presided
over by the mayor Pasqual Maragall i Mira.

Feline pavilion

Income during this latter year was 813 million
pesetas (€4,886,228.41); expenses were 867 million
(€5,210,774.95).
The Society yielded the creation of the Children's
Park, a large pet bird shop especially for the fauna of
Doñana National Park, construction of the Small
Primates Gallery (divided into various pens
separated by glass), the Feline Pavilion (created in
1985) and the Marmoset House (created in 1990).
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In 1988, Barcelona Zoo was declared a full member
of the International Union for Conservation of
Nature and Natural Resources (UICN), created with
the aim of preserving endangered species from
extinction.

In 1988,
Barcelona Zoo
was declared a
full member of
the
International
Union for
Conservation
of Nature and
Natural
Resources.

Over these years, Barcelona Zoo participated in
breeding programmes for endangered species (EEP
European) under directives from the European
Association of Zoos and Aquaria (EAZA). Animals
included red pandas, gorillas, pygmy hippopotamus,
ara... in collaboration with other zoos around the
world. Zoological parks such as those in
London, Zurich Frankfurt, Copenhagen, Rotterdam,
Moscow, Tel-Aviv and Tokyo, among others, sent or
gave animals to Barcelona Zoo for reproductive
purposes.

Père David's deer

In 1988, Barcelona Zoo obtained presidency and
secretariat of the Spanish Association of Zoos and
Aquaria.
In addition, it has a semen bank for different animal
species in collaboration with the Fundació Puigvert
and the Hospital de la Santa Creu y Sant Pau.
European

At the beginning of 1991, Barcelona Zoo bison
accommodated a total of 7,050 specimens (8,196 in
In 1992, the zoo had two specimens of African and
1985) of 518 different species (472 in 1985).
Asian elephants, as well as ten specimens of Père
A circular mirador allowed visitors to view the African David's deer, originally from China, and twelve
fauna, which were separated by slopes in order to specimens of European bison, in severe danger of
extinction.
avoid possible attacks among their members.

Regarding Zoo management, various specific tasks were divided into three management areas:

Commercial
carries out advertising
campaigns, disseminates
its own articles, edits
publications,
and
manages the Zoo Club.
The Club was founded in
1986, and its members
benefit from discounts and
receive information and
periodic
publications
about Zoo activities.

Technical
groups together
maintenance tasks (food
supply, hygiene, sanitary...)
as well as educational
tasks. Schoolchildren can
benefit from guided tours,
from a visit to the visitor
workshop, plus workshops for
schools and conferences
aimed at secondary school
pupils. Zoology workshops
are also carried out, as well as
series of monographic
conferences and field trips.
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Kitchen

Administrative
deals with the
administrative functions of
any private municipal
society, its main tasks being
making sure management
and financial balance run
smoothly.
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THE PRESENT
DAY
The Fundación Barcelona Zoo is created under the
directives of WAZA and EAZA research committees
(World Association of Zoos and Aquaria). Research
and conservation programmes are developed.

The
Fundación
Barcelona Zoo
is created
under the
directives of
WAZA (World
Association of
Zoos and
Aquaria) and
EAZA research
committees.
Research and
conservation
programmes are
developed.

The Activity Report of the Research and
Conservation Programme (PRIC) are
edited annually, with the latest one from
2009 to 2014:
http://www.fundaciobarcelonazoo.cat/fil
eadmin/user_upload/FundaZoo_memorias/InformeActivitatPRIC_Maig2014.pdf

According to the document ‘Animal Collection
Inventory 31.12.2013’, conducted by the Barcelona
Zoo Technical Office, the proportion of taxa (species
and subespecies) included in EAZA breeding
programmes for species in danger of extinction1,
are as follows:
Total taxa:
• 14% in EEP programmes
• 14% in ESB programmes
• 72% no programme

Of the total, the following percentages correspond
to mammals:
• 36% in EEP programmes
• 18% in ESB programmes
• 46% no programme
In 2013, 1,113,724 people visited Barcelona Zoo
(3% more than in 2012), and €12,502,293.00 were
collected. The Department of Education welcomed Of the total, the following percentages correspond
• 11% in EEP programmes
43,620 schoolchildren. Individuals from 64 different to birds:
• 15% in ESB programmes
species were born at the facilities, including a red
• 74% no programme
panda and an orang-utan from Borneo. 24 new
animal species were acquired.
Of the total, the following percentages correspond
At the end of the year, the Zoo had 2,214 indivi- to reptiles:
• 5% in EEP programmes
duals from 329 different taxa, with birds
• 13% in ESB programmes
predominating (690 individuals)
• 82% no programme
1
EAZA establishes two different levels of breeding programme: the EEP (European Endangered Species Programme) and the ESB (European Studbook) for species facing
a lesser threat level. EEP conservation programmes entail the intensive management of the population of a particular species, endangered in the wild, by breeding them in
captivity in the network of EAZA zoos.
ESB programmes compile information about births, deaths, transfers and movements from EAZA zoos and aquariums. This information is used to determine
whether there is a healthy captive population, or whether a more intensive management is necessary, proposing that the species be managed as an EEPprogramme.

Of the total, the following percentages correspond to long-eared owl, William's toadhead turtle, Hermann's
amphibians:
tortoise, Montseny brook newt and Majorcan midwife
• 0% in EEP programmes
toad (Alytes muletensis). Other species in breeding
programmes for introduction into the local environment
• 8% in ESB programmes
• 92% no programme
are: Spanish toothcarp (Aphanius iberus), Iberian
spadefoot toad, Catalonian barbel and crayfish.
Of the total, the following percentages correspond
Barcelona Zoo also collaborates in numerous
to fish:
• 100% no programme
research and conservation programmes in other
countries, in in-situ conservation projects for
It is important to highlight the conservation indigenous animals species in the place of origin.
percentages for successful reintroductions of
indigenous species into local habitats, conducted by According to the PRIC Activity Record 2009/2014, the
Barcelona Zoo in conjunction with local bodies or the only exotic species bred in captivity in Barcelona Zoo
Generalitat of Catalonia. Thus, over the last few years to have been successfully reintroduced into its local
there have been reintroductions of different animal habitat is the Dorcas gazelle, in Senegal.
species in Catalonia, including: the swan, flatbill,
white heron, cattle egret, night heron,
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WHAT NEXT?

The future
will necessarily
be a continuation
of history, but we
don't have to
keep to the same
course. This new
course, this new
horizon, depends
on us all.

We have seen how Barcelona Zoo has carried out
successive expansion works on its premises
throughout its history. At present, the Zoo's strategic
plan for the period 2012-2020 will involve an
important transformation of its spaces and some
improvements for dolphins, elephants, giraffes and
orang-utans (among other animals). These will see
bigger enclosures, with sleeping quarters for the
three latter species which can be viewed from the
outside.
The star expansion of this Strategic Plan will be the
recreation of a savannah in a biome that will include
giraffes, lions and elephants.

The captive breeding of exotic species in zoos (or exsitu breeding) practised in the 20th and early 21st
century perpetuates the 19th century logic that the
important thing is to have a great and pleasing
'Animal Collection', to use the language employed by
zoos.
However, this method proves ineffective when it
comes to reintroducing species into their original
habitat. The in-situ breeding of indigenous species
for reintroduction into the local habitat, nevertheless,
has proven effective. So too has collaboration
between institutions, but always in temrs of
supporting conservation and reintroduction projects
of animals in their local environments, just as
Barcelona Zoo itself has demonstrated with various
projects in the PRIC programme.

However, as we have seen, 72% of the taxa (animal
species and subspecies) living in Barcelona Zoo are
not in any kind of conservation programme within the
directives set by the EAZA: 46% of m ammals, 74%
of birds, 82% of reptiles, 92% of am phibians, Thus here is the history of Barcelona Zoo to date,
100% of fish.
with the future still an open book. What will it be?
If the ultimate aim of zoos truly is the conservation
of animals in their natural spaces, it is no solution
to expand areas by square metres when most
species require square kilometres, nor to introduce
mechanical devices that will never be able to
resemble or mimic the animals' habitats even
closely, where the animals will never be able to
develop their natural behaviour or satisfy their own
interests, when most of the animals will never be
included in reintroduction programmes because they
are not species in danger of extinction, or because
their original habitats are disappearing or there is a
high human pressure.
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With what we know today, we can already be judged
by what we are doing to animals.
It may be that we perpetuate these structures
because we are unthinking or unaware, or perhaps
because, being aware, we decide to maintain the
status quo.
The future will necessarily be a continuation of
history, but we don't have to keep to the same
course. This new course, this new horizon, depends
on us all.
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